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Varr Gaming USB Mouse, Adjustable DPI (800, 1200, 1600 or
2400dpi), USB, Optical, 6 Button with Scroll Wheel, LED light
backlight : gradually lit (red-blue-yellow-purple)

Brand : Varr Product code: VGMB02

Product name : Gaming USB Mouse, Adjustable DPI (800,
1200, 1600 or 2400dpi), USB, Optical, 6 Button with Scroll
Wheel, LED light backlight : gradually lit (red-blue-yellow-
purple)

Gaming USB Mouse, Adjustable DPI (800, 1200, 1600 or 2400dpi), USB, Optical, 6 Button with Scroll
Wheel, LED light backlight : gradually lit (red-blue-yellow-purple)

Varr Gaming USB Mouse, Adjustable DPI (800, 1200, 1600 or 2400dpi), USB, Optical, 6 Button with Scroll
Wheel, LED light backlight : gradually lit (red-blue-yellow-purple):

The Varr VGMB02 gaming mouse is designed for beginners and more advanced players. It has a strong
structure that gives it a unique style. Additional LED backlight makes it suitable for every player's room.
The special design resembles lightning in a dark sky giving an electrifying character.
The mouse is reliable during game play, but it can also be successfully used for other activities and
work. Thanks to the variable DPI in the 800-2400 range, it successfully adapts to a variety of tasks.

Mouse

Purpose * Gaming
Device interface * USB Type-A
Movement detection technology * Optical
Scroll type * Wheel
Buttons quantity * 6
Movement resolution 2400 DPI
Customizable movement resolution
Number of movement resolution
modes 4

Design

Form factor * Ambidextrous
Ergonomic design
Product colour * Black
Illumination
Illumination colour Blue, Purple, Red, Yellow

Ergonomics

Cable length 1.5 m

Power

Power source * Cable

Packaging data

Quantity * 1
Package type Box
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